the function of a public relations official
Bard has reached a point both economically and educationally wheTe publicity is necessary for survival. But what
kind of publicity is needed and where are
we to publicize ourselves? The problem
is twofold-we must discover what constitutes good publicity, and find the
media through which we can dessiminate .
it.
Bard must be publicized as a progre.ssive school. ,At present we are not
being publicized as such. The "outside
. world" now knows that we have an unusual fire department, and that we are .
supporting .3 very small school for very
small busines~ men in Poughkeepsie.
They know very little about , the seminars, about the adviser system, or about
the theory behind the school, to say
nothing of our direct but mute opposition to the general trend of education in
the United States, which has established
assembly-lines where they are least appropriate--in colleges. (In relation to
this I remember a statement made by a
Harvard professor which was published
in The New York Times: "Of course
we're a factory. There is nothing we
can do about that. Our aim is to be a
good factory.") Bard exists on the premise that factory education cannot be
good education, and that an alternative
exists. But no one has heard about that,
either.
I t is time we ceased concealing (intentionally or not) the fact that we are
a progressive school-as if it were a dirty
state which descended on us. through no
fault of our own. I have yet to hear
of any publicity which emphasized the
difference between Bard and conventional colleges and baldly stated that our
system was better. Instead we seem to
be tied to a program which timidly hides
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our policies in the hope, I suppose, that
someone will mistake us for a secondrate edition of Amherst.
Our publicity, therefore, should consist of a frank portrayal of our present
state, our aims, and ·the significance of
a college like Bard on the national scene.
Bard is a radical experiment in education-even now. This is where our
strength lies-both in , terms of news
value and as an educational system.
Where can we say all this so it will
be heard? The most obvious means
are the national magazines. I have read
articles on the experiments at St. John's
in The Reader's Digest, about Sarah
Lawrence in Coronet, about Heanington
in Town and Country. And then, of
course, there are little items like the
spread which Smith got in a recent issue
of Life. I have yet to read anything
about Bard. There are the neWspapers,
the art magazines, clubs and colleges
which will provide an audience for
There , is certainly no
lecturers.
scarcity of ·media. Unfortunately· we
appear rarely and inconspicously-if
we appear ·at all. This is part of the
job ,of a public relations director.
He will have other duties. Publk
relations is not , concerned oqly with
publicity,. We . must develop better relations with neighhQring towns, and the
job of coordinating the staff, the faculty.,
and the students iis largely his.
also have the task of molding our alumni
into a cohesive unit. There is plenty
to do.
Can we afford a good public relations
director? I can only say that when the '
issue is survival, it is a little childish to
wonder about the cqst. And without
him we wil~ not have enough money to
David Hoddeson
survive. .
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editorial
What's happening to Bard? And what is going to happen to it?
We are at present in a somewhat unhappy state, and it is quite probable
that the situation will become fatal instead of merely unhappy.
The crux of the problem is quite simple: very few people know we
exist. Fewer care. The results of su~h a condition are various-but
all are bad.
Let's examine a few of the consequences of our isolation.
The most apparent victim is our admissions policy. It is ridiculous
for us to construct an admissions policy when not enough applications
are received to permit a real choice. And not enough are received.
For every tlWo girls who apply to Bard at the present time approximately
one is admitted; for every one-and-one-half male applications, one student is admitted. It is a statis'tical commonplace that when you are
forced to choose one out of a possible two you can use only one criterion.
(We're not even doing that well, but let's assume we are.) For example
-if you were choosing between two apples, and one was wormy, your
criterion would probably be no worms. Of course the apple without
the worm might be three years old and a little withered, but what can
you do? At least.-no worm.
What should our single standard be, then? Creativity? But
suppose the applicant is completely undisciplined? Stability? Suppose
he's stable-but stagnant? Should we admit more students from outside the New York area? Should performance on college boards be
our standard? Or should the possession of eighteen hundred bucks
be our criterion? Take your choice-but only one, please.
Of course there are places which will take the initiative and find
out all about us. And they will send us students. We can imagine
the good word getting around prep schools, which take great pride in
getting all their graduates into college-but which have to dispose of
four or five dolts every year. Naturally, they couldn't get into' Harvard,
or Antioch, or Bennington. But there's a college up on the Hudson
somewhere-what's the name again ?-that will probably accept two or
three. The effect on Bard, where cooperative learning is a byword,
will be truly wonderful. Great for the seminars.
And what about the faculty? We don't imagine that the prospect
of teaching a student body made up of such prize packages will be
precisely exhiliarating. Of course the faculty at Bard is working on
a frontier in education (and working about twice as many hours a week
as they would in a conventional school), but it's discouraging to b~
out in the wide, cruel world and be classed as a professor in an obscure
little college. Such a positiori :d6esn't carry a great deal of prestige.

Of course, as we s:aid, they can comfort themselves with the realization'
that they are doing genuinely constructive, valuable work. But private
realizations and public recognition are two very different ,things, and
one can outweigh the other. And there is always the lure of more time
and probably more money. Couple this with the already acute and
still growing shortage of teachers, and then tell us where we are going
to find the unusual men that teaching under a seminar system demands.
Another little problem: Bard needs money-·badly. As a vital,
well-known, promising experiment in education we stand an excellent
chance of getting it. 13ut to attempt to get money for a school of which
no one has heard? A bit difficult. And Bard's chances of surviving
without endowment are problematical indeed~
Bard was established as: an experiment in higher education, as a
concrete fulfillment of the theories of John Dewey and Thorndike.
As such 'We might reasonably expect to have had some effect on higher
education in the United States. We haven't. We've created a few
small ripples in esoteric educational circles, but that's all. If we were
well-known, on the other hand . . . .
"VeIl, why aren't we known? Are we' so dull, so prosaic, so
mediocre that no one would be interested in hearing about us? If
we are, we might as well fold right 'nrtw, for Bard and all it stands
for is quite dead.
Fortunately, the difficulty lies in aonther direction. People cannot
be expected to swarm into public libraries to look up a place of whose
existence they are unaware, read our bulletin, and forthwith flood
Bard with brilliant students, magnificent professors, gigantic donations.
But if we did as good a public relations job as, say, Bennington does,
we would have more opportunities to acquire superior students, strengthen our faculty, and have more than our present chance at endowment.
At present the job of public relations has been foisted off on the
Director of Admissions, who has more than en,ough to do with one
job. He should not be expected to fill two. But .the job must be done,
and done thoroughly. We need, therefore, someone to handle public
relations-to lecture about Bard where he can be heard, to write endless
press releases, to get us into national magazines, to organi~e our alumni
into an active support, and to prevent little oversights like the absolute
lacJ.c of m~ntion which Bard received on John Dewey's birthday. We
are (as we have said) his brain-child, but one would suspe~t that we
emerged somewhat deformed if he were to judge by the profound silenc~
. which surrounded us on that occasion.
Something had better be done quickly, for Bard 'is about to vanish
by performing the neat trick of bec'oming invisible.
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twelfth
night
reviewed

The week-end of November fourth ,
fifth and sixth the Drama Department
presented the community with its production of Twelfth Night. As concrete
evidence of the improvement of the
Drama Department , at Bard it was a
complete success. As a demonstration of
how funny Shakespearean comedy can be
it was also a complete success. But as
a production of Twelfth Night it was
a little less than that. ' There are many
reasons for this partial failure.
First, the production lacked cohesion.
It was not a unity. We had the completely human approachof Ted Flicker
to ' the role of Sir T~by Belch-and Al
Haulenbeek's highly stylized interpretation of Malvolio; fantastic swords with
costumes that, whatever they were, were
. not · fantastic; bright ligl}ts-and a set
that was hardly naturalistic. Such a
treatment left the play without any certainty of mood-at least ,between laughs.
SOlDl!times we were at a masque, sometimes a realistic play. sometimes a low
comedy. This failure can be laid partially to our lack of ' ~~~i~ities, but it
must also lead to a criticisql . of the direction. I t is the job of a director to
avoid just this, for it is the director who
should plan and execute the intepretation of the play. The actors must
function within his frame. If the interpretation ' is incorrect, or inconsistent,
or is not carried to its logical conclusion,
the play, no matter ho}V good its actors,
its sets. its costumes, or its lighting, is
like a human being without a spine, and
collapses as quickly.
The acting was on a higher level than
I have seen before at Bard. Of course
there was a disconcerting difference, not
only in the styles of the actors, but in
the quality of the performances, which
ranged from downright bad to genuinely
fine. No doubt this. is to some degree
the result of the policy here, which
lumps non-majo~s with majors, and
. groups those who wish to develop poise
in public with actors deeply immersed
in \CQuiring the training necessary for
professional theatre.
Perhaps there
should be some attempt made to distinguish_ between the training of these
two groups. But that . is not within
the province of this review.
But anyway, let's consider the maj.ors
first. Ted Flicker was excellent. In
portraying Sir Toby he jumped, for the
first time, from a dependence' on cleverly
constructed gimmicks to a genuine identification with his role. Sir Toby was
not merely an ingenious construction,
however funny, but a living, fun-loving,
grotesque, fat old clown. He was very
real, very true, and therefore very good. '
AlHaulenbeek, on the other hand;
has remained with his particular devices,
and has apparently limited himself to
a constant and often meaningless mugging ~hich must have strained his . facial
muscles considerably by the end of the
ruo. He should attempt, if he intends
to remain merely a representational
actor, to find a greater variety of tricks
to add to his repertoire, for he was at
first funny, but soon dull.
Joan De Keyser turned in a fine performanc.'e as Maria. Without strain
she infused humor into some rather unfunny lines, and she brough,t to her p;ut
a vividn~ss which was unusual and welcome. JOan Abner, as Viola, had the
most difficult role of the p,lay, and on
her rested the responsibility of sustaining it throughout. She had several
. fine moments, her performance was
nearly always good by Bard standards,
and her transition from a woman to
a boy was convincingly done.
Dick Amero's Sir Andrew Aguecheeck
·was done completely as caricature. It
was funny.
Bill Walker's interpretation of Feste,

"Song of the Twentieth Century"
I insist upon living sensually ~
If not immediately~ 'then eventual/yo

David Bazelom

boris koutzen
gives concert

paul nordoff and
music for the dance

I
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Riecitals and lectures are trying things.
On Tuesday, November first, a conNo matter how much one is in love with cert program was given by Boris Koutthe music to be played, or interested in zen, violinist. Mr. Koutzen was assisted by George Koutzen, 'cellist, and Inez
the topic to be discussed, he must be a Koutzen, pianist.
very adroit organism to overcome the
The first composition offered. was the
"Americans have yet to discover them- customary obstacles that are placed be- Bach E Minor Partita, the Realization
selves and to analyse their own unique fore him. The obstacles: squeeze a per- of the Continuo by A. Siloti. It was
experience," declared Mr. David T. son into a tiny, hard wooden chair, in a played a little too vigorously and both
the melody line and some of the notes
Bazelon, a new-comer to the literature hot, stuffy, unventilated and overcrowd- suffered as a result. Here, as elsewhere,
department at Bard. "To approach the ed room; tell him he mustn't sneeze, Mr. Koutzen's attacks and endings were
problems of one's native society from an talk, cough, squirm or cry for a couple not as clear as one could wish and his
unprejudiced point of view is a d'ifficult of hours (although he may applaud or tone, especi~lly in the softer passages,
task," he cont_inued, "yet it has to be laugh at regular and called-for inter- was uncertain.
The Brahms A major Sonata, which
mastered with a view towards creating vals). Rarely does this poor, suffering Mr. Koutzen played next, was performa healthier and more vital society, one individual emerge from the torture ed with a good deal more understanding
which will create its own appropriate chamber vibrant, cheerful and glowing, and technical certainty. But it was only
\\'hich is the only indication that he with. the Debussy sonata that he disculture."
1\1r. Bazelon is much concerned with overcame the obstacles and that the lec- played a real musical sensitivity, and a
firm grasp of technique. The unique
a critici'sm and analysis of popular cul- turer or recitalist was really a success.
beauty of the sonata was realized fully
The gaiety of the audience as it left in Mr. Koutzen's performance.
ture as it is mirrored in contemporary
The final offering was a Trio for
literature.
''It is essential for the Bard Hall on the night of Monday,
American critic to recognize and under- November 7, is the best tribute that can piano, violin and 'cello composed by Mr.
stand the psychological needs and de- be paid to Mr. Paul N ordoff, who per- Koutzen. It is difficult to appraise a
cQrnposition heard only once, but the
mands of the people," he r~marked. formed and talked about his music for first impression was a favorable one.
"Art usually expresses an actual life ex- the dance. It is true that he is an in- The piece contained interesting rhythms
perience, therefore popular art provides spiring composer,a pianist of superior and exciting dissonances, and the last
us with a key to the conscious~ess of musicianship, a witty, dynamic person- movement was especially successful. The
ality. But above all, he is a great show- trio performed well together, and capp.ed
the masses. "
the program with an excellent rendition
Art, . however, not only reflects sen- man, not of his own volition but by of a violent and somewhat dist~rbing
timents, it also has a vital part in shap- his very nature. Hi§ informality, ver- new work.
], D.
ing them. 1\1 r. Bazelon believes, for satility and great ability completely won
instance, that the motion picture has the audience from the very beginning of
the program.
enormous possibilities in this respect.
The first work which Mr. Nordoff
In his article on "The Dream Life
of the N~w ' Woman" (September Com- performed was Praeludium, which was
mentary), Mr. Raze/on relates the composed" for Martha Graham in 1935.
character of the contemporary historical It is a pleasant work, although the comnovel to the failure of the modern poser admits that it conforms to the
wOJIlan to make appropriate use of her ' musical style of that time, which was
newly gained freedom. This also is a largely the use of loud discords for dissociological problem which, In his cords' sake.
managing editor: David Hoddeson
This was followed by Circus, which
opinion, requires serious consideration.
associates:
Mona Pine, Debi Sussman
"These novels give us clues to the di- was also created for Martha Graham
business: Frank Gambee
mension of the task, but not to its solu- in 1939. It is based on Vachel Lindsay'~
circulation: Marlene ' Seldin
tion," Mr. Bazelon says in the conclu- poem
sion of his article.
. staff:
Every soul is a circus
The course in '~Popular Culture"
Every mind is a tent
Sybil Caminer
conducted by Mr. Bazelon moves along
Every heart is a sawdust ring
Martin Johnson
these lines of thought. It deals with
Where the circling race is spent.
Kent Jorgensen
many phases of modern cult~re, from
Miriam Korhguth
At times Circus is rapturous and at
th~ comic strip, radio, short story, and
Joanne Pines
times melancholy; a beautiful theme,
to the highly sophisticated products of
Ruth Schwartz
almost a subdued chant, IS heard
the avant-gardists. It is easy to underRobert Solotaire
throughout.
stand why the course is enjoying inJessica Thomas
Salem Shore was the most mature and
creased popularity among its members.
Robert Cornell
-. Sybil Camifler probably the best-liked work played durSherman
Yellen
ing the evening. It is aNew England
love story set to music, and has a liturgical quality about it. It is an extensive
work but it never becomes repetitious
or monotonous. Tally-Ho, and Love
Somebody were also performed.
All the music that Mr. Nordoff played has such a remarkable expressiveness
and form that one is completely able to
the ' clown, was quite good. He was visualize the dancers and the stories they
tell. He played his works with fervor,
funny, a little melancholy, and believ- and showed that he is a fine pianist as
able. I t was he who ended the play on well as an outstanding composer. Bethe correct note of melancholic sweet- cause much of the music was written
ness. Sheli Arnason's Olivi:J. was gentle, for orchestra, Mr. Nordoff was faced
feminine, and lovely, as it should have with the problem of getting orchestral
quality out of the piano. To everybeen. Sheli seems to have fine potential- one's surprise, he often whistled the
August Strindherg's
ities as an actress.
melody while he accompanied himself
After
the
first
shock
wore
on
the
piano.
The addition of several promising
newcomers was an encouraging sign. off, the whistling sounded flute.like, and
the audience sat back and relaxed once
Aside from She1i, Peter Blaxill as Fabian again. Mr. N ordoff may also be comand Howard Honig as Sebastian both plimented on his humble attitude toward
m~de a good beginning. I t would be
his m'usic, and his off-hand manner of
speaking about it.
gQod to see more of them.
It has rarely been the writer's exAfter all, what the play really needed perience to have seen an audience so
in order to become as complete a success charmed and delighted by a single perDec~
=
as we can expect here at this time was sonality. It is rarely that he has had iii!i5
~
a little more unity and a little less in- such a sensation of perfect elation.
Robert Cornell iiilIHIIIIIIIIHHIIWHIIHIIIUUIIIIIIIlUHIUlUIUIUIIIIHIU '
dividualism.
David Hoddeson

david bazelon
interviewed
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llewellyn II
He was thirsty. Hungry too, but more thirsty. He thought of
ice water: ,in glasses and in pitchers; salads, especially 'f ruit salads.
He sat, alone in a restaurant.

The ice water was in the glass,

an~ in his mouth, and the glas~ was empty on, the t~ble. It was all
over, and he didn't tQink of cool t~ings. ' A salad certainly isn't whathe wants. (A fat lady in a black dress dropped a menu on his table.)
The hors d'oeuvres, vegetable soup and liver-that would be easy to
digest. His governess had liked liver, and the cook often made her
sandwiches-special.

A Sweet old lady sat behind him-he thought that's what his
father would have called her. The sweet o'ld lady wanted to eat
turkey, and she wanted good dressing. Everyone was quite sure of it.
Chewing on liver is sort of exotic . . . .
,"This turkey's tough as hell-you know what I mean?
have been hiding for a long time."
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It must

The waitress who received this information knew she didn't have
a chance. He knew she didn't have a chance-he heard her say to a
red faced man"You see how it
wide, but no chance."

IS,

mister-no chance-the world is big and

=

He knew it, the red faced man 'knew it, ~nd now the sweet old
lady knew it: th~ waitress didn't have a chance. (The turkey was
tough, although the dressing was all rCght, a little sour.)

If boiled, liver turns white-like a piece of white' rubber that's
been in the sun for a long time. It's only white on the outside though,
inside it's red. One can boil liver a moment before putting it in the
frying pan or in the broiler-the imperfections then show up, and can
be scraped off. Usually there are too many imperfections to scrape
off before the liver becomes cold and stiff-take care of the worst
spots first. Cooked after it is cold and stiff, liver is not good to eat.
Boiled first, liver will almost always cook through and throughotherwise it may be raw in the middle. Of course many people like
slightly raw, slightly wet liver; some like it altogether raw. Their
doctors, or friends, or books tell them that raw liver is full of healththey certainly can't find that out themselves.
Once before, when he had eaten liver with a friend, he had said
the meal looked ~s though cooked in acid. The chef had had no skill;
he had not removed the outside membrane; one cannot eat this membrane-it cannot be chewed up. Mushrooms had been too expensive,
and carrots had been used instead. He is fond of mushrooms and
hates carrots. Not only had the membrane been left on, ·but the
liver had been cut too thin. He left that restaurant. Soon after, it
went out of business.
Here, where the sweet old lady sat behind him and ate tough
turkey, he enjoyed his livt!r. He knew the waitress who brought it to
him didn't have a chance, but he didn't know she had written to a
newspaper advice column:

Q: Can you advise me what to do for my son? He is making a fool
of himself over a girl who is perfectly useless, and he spends all of
his money on her instead of giving it to me. He is 22 years old and
I'm a widow and need all the money he can 'make.-M. M.
The adviser knew tbat this problem was the problem of many, so
the letter was printed and advice given:

A': M. M., remember the old proverb, A fool and his mOtzey are
soon parted.
Only there was a misprint, and money read honey. Some people
saw this and laughed at the sophisticated type-setter. The waitress
didn't see a mistake, but she wouldn't have laughed if she did. That's
obvious.

==
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letters
to th~ editor

Your critical department was very
generous to me in your November 6th
issue. I hope it won't appear ungracious
if I say "Correction please," not in a
matter of judgment but of fact.
In your review of the exhibition at
the Three Arts i~' Poughkeepsie the
critic states that Dr. Wolff has had no
,instruction in pamtmg. I don't sup~
pose the syntax was arranged such as t()'
indicate that he had had no instruction
before he started to paint, because that
would be universal nonsense. As a
matter of fact Dr. Wolff studied with
me in 11 class in Orient studio for one
whole term and at least one of the paintings in his exhibition was done then and '
there. Since t· am sure you have a
'similar note in your mail bag from Dr.
Wolff refuting the statement, I will
dwell upon it no longer hut to make
some general observations in line with
this, rather badly needed today.
There is no special merit in being
taught nor in being untaught. The merit
is inherent only in . the r~ults. It is
unlikely that an artist: can be truly untaught. If he has his eyes about him,
he is bound to learn his lessons. Dr.
Wolff's ' work is inconceivable as form
before Pkasso and as content before
Freud. Moreover the taught artist is
still in lal"ger and more august company
than the so-called untaught, ' in the company of all primitive craftsmen from
neolithic day up to the sophisticates of
Paris. But it has become so fashionable
to be as self-made as our American midnineteenth cetitury robber barons that
even the N. Y. Times in its headline to
the Orozco obituary called him selftaught, only to give itself the lie in the
text below by saying that he studied for
seven years at the Mexican National
Academy of Art.
Stefan Hirsch

•
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I want to congrat~Iate the party or
parties unknown who, in true high school
Hallowe'en spirit, spirited away the two
horns of plenty from the locked dining
commons. These master cracksmen, inasmuch as they ' concentrated their skill
011 works of art, should be invited to
join with us in the guild of master craftsman in painting. Since Picasso himself,
the Grand Kleagle of our society, calls
painting an art of deception, they should
feel very mucI! at home with us. They
would almost certainly qualify for admission to our union because of their
master stroke of depositing the paintings in Hopson, the very house whence
issued an earlier and more legal action
toward removal of the pictures. They
will of course become only apprentice
members of our organization because
we are one step ahead of them; we are
not fooled by their ruse.
'Stefan Hirsch

This waitress didn't have a chance, but she showed no interes~
when he ordered liver. There is no connection, he thought, although
some show a little more or a little less interest in a customer who orders
liver-this fat, untidy, uncomfortable woman showed no interest at all.
Now he had finished the liver, and the grease had frozen on his
plate, and ndW a fat woman in a black dress took the plate away. A
very small pastry mashed in his mouth like brain-except for the taste,
he thought, it was very much like brain. Coffee, and he no longer
thought of food, of any kind of food. He only thought of the bill and
the tip, and of the sweet old lady behind him. He wanted to get a good
look at her.
"Did you enjoy your dinner young man?"
"Yes-you didn't yours?"
"No, not so much-not very much.
"Yes."

Did you enjoy yours?"
R. Cook

to the community
I am very grateful to tbe entire community for the interest and thoughtfulness it has shown during my illness. The
numeroUS 'J?hone calls, letters, flowers
sent arid personal visits did much to
make my stay in . the hospital more
pleasant. I should also like to thank
those who helped me during my convelescence for their kind assistance.
Sincerely,
Mrs. 'Gertrude Campbell

,
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This-group of articles is focused on
the Couvocation in an attempt to present it to the Community in a number of
different lights. There is comment from
all quarters, because nearly everyone associated with Bard College is a member
. of Convocation, and is directly affected
by the actions of this body. I sympathize with those of you who are new
this year, and to whom a Convocation
meeting seems stuffy, remote and a little
baffling. Emmett O'Brien, sensing this
difficulty as a Freshman, has written an
article to answer the question of what
the ConvDcation is, and what it can do.
The old students know the answers.

Many of them remember the days of
stormy debates on whether Bard should
go out for intercollegiate sports, and
what the hours of open house shDuld be.
They remember the heated discussiDn
that tDDk place, and the enraged exodus
.of some of the more excited members.
At one time there was so much concern
over a meeting that one student tried
to have the chairman impeached. I am
not trying tD call back a lot of nostalgic
reflections from out of the past. I
merely want to show that at times the
Conv~cation has been a valuable, wellrun, and popular organization. Today
it is hardly any of these.

CONV,OCA TION:
•

•

•

•

• • • • i: h e

Convocation, by expression and im:plication, is the whole-and consequently the center--of our social and educational life at Bard. Inherently, a meeting of Convocation is the responsibility
of this whole body. It is not the responsibility out of any .one composite
group or minority of anyone group.
The purpose of a Convocation meeting is to discuss or legislate proposals
'which, directly or indirectly, will benefit
the goal at which our social and educational responsibilities are aimed. I feel
that within this concept of responsibility,
the Convocatio(l has failed; for the burden of that responsibility has fallen upon
a few intensely and consistently interested members of the community.
.I am not attempting to say that a
handful of intelligent .people cannot
perform in the best ·interest ·, of the. WhDk.
For the most part, those who have acted
jor the CDnvocation in the past have
acted well. It is "the passive majority,
by its inactivity, which: has 1;esp'ond~d
:SQ . poorly in the construc~ion of abetter
!Community.
': This passive majority has . failed t.o
Question the direction ·a~d ' intention ·o·f
ideas placed before it . . It has failed to
suggest, promote, or oppose any views
of a specific or a ·general nature that
affect the responsibility of. Corwocation.
These decisions have all ;been left to
two or three dozen members from all
'Segments of the Convocation' who participate actively in the business of Con..
vocation-business which affects everyone. In addition to this number, be~
tn'een ten and sixty persons normally,
"'sho\y up" to see "what goes on."
I have observed that many of these
otherwise interested persons really don't
kno\...· "what did go on" by the time a
Convocation meeting ~as adjourned. I
question the knowledge a member of
the Community ma~ have .on the subject of his Convocation, if he has had
no direct contact with ·that Convocation.
.The results that may be expecte'd' and
'{be results that we have experienced • in
the last two or three years' coincide: the
Convocation is an uneducated body .in
nearly (l,ll matters cqncerning itself.
The result is magnified clearly whenever we have a referendum ballot. It is
easy to observe this procedure in the
C..ofiee Shop: A as~s -B about this thing
~n which he is voting; B thinks that it

.Jour

prescription.

is some nonsense about something or
other and turns to C, who says that U(who is a campus politician) says "vote
no."
Such a situation is, I think, deplorable. Certainly, we live in a community
of democratic ideals, where one may do
nearly as he chooses, but in the present
state of the Convocation, one does not
learn about democracy by failing to exercise the rights of democracy.
I repeat that I think the result has
been theunshouldering of social and educational responsibility by a majority of
the Convocation. We find ourselves
proceeding in varying directions, not
knowing just what we shDuld do. The
' major problem of solution rests on reversing the past and present trend of
Convocation meetings, and this can be
accomplished solely by establishing an
enlightened and enthusiastic interest in
these meetings. I think that this can
best be accomplished by altering the
existing laws governing Convocation
meetings.
I have . given careful thought to the
following four proposals. In no instance can I discover any concrete objection, either from my own point of
view or from the opinions of others with
whom I have held discussions.
1. Convocation meetings have suffered excessively by reason of their frequency, since a meeting must be held at
least once in each calendar month. Very
often, there is simply no issue which
necessitates the calling of a Convocation
meeting. It is vitally necessary that if
a Convocation meeting is to be called,
there must be a SUbstantial reason that
will arouse the interest of Convocation
members and cause them to attend.
Periodic · meetings can .only be one of
the causes of present apathy. Therefore, I propose that this law be rescinded . •
2. It is also quite apparent that the
majority of Convocation meetings which
are called ~ for some specific discussion
or Legislaiive action are attended by
only 40 to .100 persons, with the normal
maximum ranging far below the 100
level. This is a range between 10 % and
27 % of a Convocation numbering about
370 persons.
These figures should
demonstrate the nature of the present
Convocation.
In a major effort to cure these ills,
I propose that a quorum be necessary
throughout any and all Convocation
meetings, from· the call t.o order by the
moderator until adjournment, and that
this quorum be set at 47% (or approximately 148 persons).
A 40 % quorum will produce the f91lowing beneficial effects: it will (A)
serve directly to acquaint a far larger
number of persons with tht! activities
of the convocation; (B) stimulate ~ ..
terest in particular aspeds df discUssion or legislation, since groups interested in either proposing or opposing an action would be forced to publicize such interest in order to attain a
I
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large enough representation to hold a
meeting; (C) produce a greater influx
of varyin&, views and ideas; (D) prevent
the frequent, almost weekly meeting (as
has happened this year), since under
quorum law minor issues which hold
no intrinsic opposition could not be presented at individual Convocation meetings with any modicum of success. I
firmly believe that with the exception
of major, "heat.ed" issues, all other business could be compiled on an agenda,
until the a&,enda reaches such an extensive length that all interested groups
could, . togetller, form a large enough
number to hold a meeting; (E) enable
a minimum of 21 % of the Convocation
to Legislate for the entire Convocation;
(F) prevent minority action ~hat may
be detrimental to the majority of the
Convocation.
3. Unde~ existing laws a Convocation
meeting may be called by the ' majority
vote of council or by a petition signed
by 10 % of the Convocation. It seems
logical that, in the face of a to %
quorum, the number of signatures for a
petition should be raised to 20 % • This
is a necessary step to insure that a
meeting has the possibility of being
held once a petition is submitted, and
yet the number required is not so , high
as to prevent the adequate recognition
of a minority group.
4. The moderator of Convocation is,
at present, elected by the council.
Since the position held by the moderator is one of immense importance, I
propose that he be elected by vote of
the Convocation, following the procedure of the general elections for council
membeM-at-large.

The above proposals will be formally
presented at a future Convocation meeting. I believe that they will work for
the betterment of Bard. However, it
must be remembered by each member
of the Convocation that if these proposals are accepted, the Community must
accept the re.sponsibility for making the
Convocation function in its new atmosphere, or we will suffer an even more
dramatic collapse. Therefore, I 'request
each individyal to. devote his careful
consideration to the approval or disapproval of the prescription offered here.
If you do not think that these proposals
can better Convocation, I urge you to
prepare concrete arguments for debate
when the medicine is presented in Convocation.
Frank M. Gambee
Chairman, Constitutional Committee

Pertinent to the current interest of
the Bard Convocation in quorums are
some comments on the subject by
Thomas Jefferson in his Nates an Virgmla.

Jefferson observes "that the assembly
exercises a power of determining the
quorum of their own body which may
legislate for us," and that the principle,
usually followed, of requiring the presence \,>f a majority of the whole number to pass an act, is founded "in common law as well as common right. It
is the natural law of every assembly of
men, whose numbers are not fixed by
any other law."
Yet Jefferson ' also .observed that legislatures sometimes fixed a quorum which
was less than a majority. He wrote:
". . . the British parliament fixes its
own quorum; our former assemblies
fixed their own quorum; and one precedent in favor of power is 'stronger
than one hundred against it."
Dr. LDuis W. Koenig
I

symptoms
Although mechanical changes in Convocation can help to make it a more
effective body, changes of a more basic
nature must take place before we can
honestly capitalize on its theoretical
value for public relations releases. I
have been asked to write on some
methods for mechanical improvement of
CDn\lOcation through its moderator.
However, there is a great deal more
than that to be said about Convocation.
The moderator could be an alive
factor in Convocation meetings. He
has much space within which to
work, and could make Convocation
meetings dynamic things, in which debate would be educational and interesting. But, sin~e I have been at Bard, the
moderator has usually been a staid personality, who sometimes, nor always,
knew a little about Parliamentary procedure, but nothing about thought provDking arguments, or. any other qualities
necessary with which to spark a meeting. In short, he has usually been a
dull person sitting timidly behind his
desk..
We could improve Convocation by the
quality of the debate and by the quality
of the moderator, but I am still pessimistic. On November 2nd, 73 people
were at . a Convocation meeting in Bard
Hall. The arguments were good. The
meeting was not dull, but not many of
us were there. Perhaps things \vill
change this year. Brandon Grove is
not dull. He wants vigorous meetings-':'
he wants meetings to which more than
one hundred out of a potential of three,
will attend. But it is difficult. Trivia
which should be taken care of in committee comes before Convocation. There
are few people, from whom .we have
heard, with new ideas .on campus; and
cont. on p. 5

Those who have attended the first
three meetings of this term realize what
a disappointment they have been. Attendance was low and the issues ·were
either inadequately presented, or almost
incapable of arousing interest. After
the meeting of October 5, which lasted
a total of eleven soundless minutes, I
cannot blame anyone who does not appear at the next sessions, assuming that
they will follow along the.. same lines.
What has happened? Why should a
spread of articles ·such as this be necessary? The answer, I believe, lies first
in the constitutional structure of the
Convocation, and secondly, .in an un-

happy sequence of precedents. . N owa days ies almost embarrassing to be
caught going to a meeting. Most people
will agree that the Convocation constitutes, in the way ' it is set up, and in
the way it actually functions" the foundation of community government here
at Bard. All students, faculty, fa~ulty
wives, and personnel of the college staff
belong. Everyone has one vote, anc!
freedom of expression is given to all.
Anyone may introduce a motion. It is
our most democratic device for· the discussion of major issues. The Convocation, furthermore, h~s the authority to
overrule any action of the Community

Council.
Realizing this, I think it can safely
be said that not only must the Convocation be maintained in constant readiness to act, but everything should be
done to make its parts as perfect and
smooth-running as possible. Frank Gambee, Chairman' of the Constitutional
Committee, ha& given the problem many
hours of thought, and has spoken with
a cross-section of the Convocation to see
what can be done to make the body work.
His findings are summarized in anot1;ler
article.
This is a matter of importance to you.
People have complained of apathy on

the campus, and a general lack of inte;est and spirit. This has been clearly
visible within the Convocation itself.
Here tare four proposals that have been
drafted with great care, and that claim
to provide 'a remedy' for the ill. I urge
you to consider them in that light, to discuss them when they arise in Convocation, and to vote on them as you see fit.
The important thing is to recognize the
problem. Once this is done, I am confident that a solution will be reached.
Brandon Grove Jr.
Moderator of Convocation

illness and remedy
I

symptoms (cont.)

convocation
and faculty

what is mo~t important, we are not sure
that what we do in Convocation really
The faculty particIpation in the
means anything.
recent
voting sponsored by Convocation
We remember three meetings last
year in which motions were passed re- was far from impressive and rather dequesting action, which were ignored by pressing in its consequences. Whtaever
the President, the Social Studies Divi- the reasons w~re, it might not be amiss
sion, and the trustees-in that order. We to remind (tactfully) the old faculty,
remember last year that respected members of the community tried obstruc- and to reiterate to the new, that we are
tionist tactics in our Convocation meet- constitutionally designated members of
ing-in our "community town hall." Convocation,-that each ot' us shares
For example, the time one of the faculty, all of the rights, privileges, and last but
in an effort to make light of a motion not least, the obligations thereof. Sharwhich contained the words, "progressive
ing these rights, we are individually eneducation," asked for a definition of that
term. A teacher in a progressive .col- titled to throw our weight and wisdom
lege asked that! Political maneuvering into Convocation discussions, to cast
can be interesting, it can be education- ballots and maybe to influence our wives,
al-in fact it has been-but obstruction friends, and even our students in decidfrom a willful minority can be dangering how to cast theirs. Among the prious.
vileges we count a standing invitation
Another reason for our insecurity as to all social affairs sponsored by the confar as passing legislation and having vocation budget and free access to whatfaith that majority action will prevail, ever libations an!l being poured for the
is that most of us in this community do occasion. The oblications, I supPQse, we
not remain here for more than four can sum up in one word: participation.
years, but a minority seem to be perNot unlike the students, the members ·
manent fixtures in the college.
of the faculty do not always exercise
The administration has marvelous their rights, enjoy the privileges, and
patience. It realizes that if it loses out remember their obligations. Convocaon an issue one year, it can always try tion's call often falls on deaf ears. Yet
again a second, or a third, or a fourth. from the point of view of proportional
L-ook at the "open house" issue. It representation, the faculty has supported
comes up year after year. And each Convocation meetings . more conscientime the majority feels that the problem tiouslythan the students. I can recall
has been solved by the democratic pro- such meetings toward the end of last
cess of debate, teas, committee reports, term, attended by two dozen faithfuls,
more debate, discussion, grQups and at one third of which were faculty rflemlast the vote. Yet each vear it comes bcr~
.
up before the community again. It seems
Not unlike the students, some memthat some people in the administration
and on the faculty will not realize that bers of the faculty have their reasons
for staying away from Convocation
perhaps the majority of those who are
meetings: they don't wish to be bored
affected by "open house" do not feel
by an agenda of trifles, laboriously put
that it is destructive. I t has gotten to
through the mill of parliamentary prothe point where the administ'ration's procedures; they are pressed for time; noposals are being defeated out of spite.
body told them. Faculty, like students,
The administration's marvelous patience
can be downright absent-minded. Conhas been tested, and it has been found
ceivably, sQ.me faculty, also like students,
as solid and as blind as the stone in
are not interested.
Ludlow-Willink. These deficiencies in
Some years ago a chairman of Council,
our faith as to the effectiveness of Convocation in gammg majority ends reporting on the state of the community,
through a democratic process can not . made the following observations:
"/n discussing the faculty's participavVitty
be remedied mechanically.
agendas, bright moderators, fine speeches tion on our Community government as
will not affect a change in . Convocation mem'b'ers of the community, there
unless the admi~istration and that part i; · little to be said, mainl,V because
of the faculty which is a quasi adminis- there has been little faculty partration takes another look at the com- tlClpation. The faculty in general,munity, and stop thinking of student and this means most members of the
action as that of "trouble makers." The faculty-, give the impression of being
student body, the majority, must be seen totally unaware of Community probin another light than that of young, mis- lems, being content. to nominate their
guided, spoiled children who do not repreentatives to the Community Counhave the intelligence to direct their own cil and then forget about them. M emaffairs. We
never have good Con- ber of the faculty who do attend Convocation meetings or for that matter a vocation meetings have been conspicious
good college, until the administrators by their presence; it is always the same
(and I again include some of the facul- familiar group which. comes."
ty) stop trying to lull us, obstruct m,
I daresay we have progressed since
and intimidate us toward their minority those dim days. Members of the faculty
opinIOn. Bard will remain . a few signs of 1949, on -the whole, are more keenly
posted on "9G" until the minority rea- . aware of the problems and predicaments
lizes that it must work with and for of our little society and more willing
the majority.
to do their share by precept and example
John B. Segal
than most faculty groups I can reChairman of Council member from past years.
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I have been asked for a brief look imported from Benington, (which was
over my shoulder at the past of Con- not exactly for~ign territory to Bard)
vocation. I was'a bit reluctant to ~rite the logical expansion of student governit because I had been here neither in the ment into community government !in
paleolithic period ·when everyone wore which students, faculty and administrablack gowns always and went to Chapel tive officers participated. Somehow the
twice a day; nor during the neolithic new Community Council early lost its
epoch when the place went "progre~ supremacy to a strengthened and more
sive," but abounded in compulsorv fea- differentiated Convocation, and well do
tures. Even though I asked so~e of I remember some of the turbulent Conthe present faculty members, older in vocation meetings in the theatre. The
service than myself, for a few album opponents of a Council proposal collectpages, please do not consider this report ed in the . balcony as a better vantage
an historical research job. Neither The point to launch verbal vituperations,
Bardian's deadline nor my own limited spit balls, and other missiles such as pentime permitted such an academic luxury. nies and r,niscellaneous small objects. Of
The picture I formed from my scanty course we were all boys then. While
reading and from a few short inter- this evolution was probably log~cal in
views was, however, an encouraging one. the sense of a somewhat antiquated town
rt showed a clear and by no means meeting democracy, it gave ultimate
abrupt evolution from an authoritarian power to "the People" and not to the
regime to a \iberal one, from an adoles- smaller group, the "Board of Supercent scheme where students played at visers." This power was too often exgovernment-getting rapped over the ercised by literally foul means.
knuckles with an administrative veto
The advent of co-education in 1944
whenever proper-to an adult organi- provided the opportunity to ·carry this
zation where they were working in form of government a step further by
government, getting frustrated only granting the franchise of free discuswhen their decisions were not thought sion and vote to the wives or husbands
through nor able to awaken a sense of of all members and other residents workco-operation and responsibility.
ing in or for the college.
In the beginning there was the workThis led inevitably to a closer exthe work of the Warden-and it had amination of the rights and obligations
powec, absolute power. The students of Convocation and of individuals withtoo had power but it was not organized in it, and to a better, although by no
constitutionally and made itself felt means perfect, formalization of its prothrough passive resistance, in one case cedures. The early revisions of the
in a general st~ike.
Convocation, made necessary by the exiStudent government began with the gencies of co-education, brought about
regime of Dean Donald G. Tewksburv . the mandatory monthly Convocation
in 1933' when Bard was still St. St~ meeting.
phen's. It consisted of a fairly powerful
The franchise of public debate and
Student Council with faculty represen- legislation is gra.nted by the Trustees
tatives who held final · authority in through the. President to almost all memmatters of student discipline. The com- bers of this community concerned with
pletely unorganized Convocation had to education in the academic as well as in
meet at least once a year, could be call- the social sphere. If not exercised by all
ed othenvise upon written request of ten members at all times, this testifies not
students, and elected the Student Coun- only to the proverbial willingness of the
cil.
spirit but weakness of the flesh, to the
Prior to this the main interest-groups necessity of political education of all,
on campus wen~ the three fraternities ar.d to 'the need for the institution of cerand the non-socs, and the discussions of tain precautions against steam roller
most of the ' hot issues centered around . tactics on the part of a financial few.
their m·utual antagonisms and occasional The present movement toward refinefusion party spirits. Since the frater- ment of organization appears to me as
nities final demise occurred only in 1945, a further logical step in this historical
this four-way split remained a factor in development, and as one which takes
Convocation elections and other issues into account the realities, exploiting
during the intervening period.
them for the best of the community inIn 1940 President C. Harold Gray stead of the few:
Stefan Hirsch

The proposed stream-lining of the
procedures of Convocation will be a
significant step toward revitalizing the
interest in the way we live together of
all groups of our community. It will do
away with many frustrations that have
kept us from participating with heart
and mind. And participation, evidently,
is the key to the full and fruitful functioning of Convocation in the interest
and for the benefit of all.
William Frauenfelder
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CONVOCATION
convocation as the spirit of
progressive education
" . . . and the heaviest penalty for
declining to rule is to be ruled by
someone inferior to yourself. That
is the fear, I believe, that makes
decent people accept power
Plato

The explicit assumption of American
freedom is that all men have equal
rights. Rights may be viewed as being
of two kinds: freedoms and responsibilities. Freedom is used here in the
sense of capability; one is free to do
whatever one is capable of doing: Responsibility is foreseeing the consequences
of an act to the best of one's ability and
deciding whether or not one is to do that
which he is capable of doing. Decision
is, in turn, based upon control. From
a social viewpoint, the~ are two kinds
of control: That which one exercises
upon oneself and that which is exercised upon one by another group or
person. The learning of responsibility
is, therefore, the learning of consequences of acts, for those consequences
arise because one's self control does not
coincide, either due to disagreement or
to inability, with the control exercised
upon one by another person or group.
Freedom is also the knowledge of consequences, for consequences are but a
part of action, and freedom has already
been defined as a capability to act.
N ow the question arises: are freedom
and responsibility alike? If the view
is accepted that freedom is only demonstrated in an action, and that freedom
requires action with direction, since direction is based on a knowledge of consequences, and a knowledge of consequences is a part of · responsibility, then
some responsibility is the same as some
freedom. But can it only be said that
some freedom is the same as some responsibility? Cannot it be said that
freedom and responsibility are the same
thing? The main question here is
whether or not there is a part of freedom or a part of responsibility that is
not a part of the knowledge of consequences.

continued

a new student feels the pulse

Responsibility means that I act as a
certain causal factor in the world; as a
result of the actions that I commit and
aside from their necessity, other forces
will react upon me. If I understand
how these forces will react then I have
a knowledge of consequences. If I can
use this knowledge to direct my capabilities then I can either engage or disengage myself from the causal relationships. This knowledge is freedom. The
amount of freedom one has therefore, is
relative to the situation one is in, and to
one's knowledge of consequences, just
as the amount of responsibility one has
is relative to the amount one is involved
in the situation.
Freedom, therefore, is responsible
action, just as responsible action is freedom.

If the assumption of ~merican freedom is that of equal rights, then it must
also be of equal responsibilities.
College is one place at which the
young citizen is supposed to learn about
his responsibility as an American citizen.
The function of Convocation is do a
portion of this teaching in a realistic
manner, the rest of it being dode in his
acadamic studies. If we are so devoted
to the maintenance of our freedom as we
say we are, then we should be constant
in our pursuit of the knowledge of re. '
sponsibility.
The Administration attempts to function "as if" Bard is a democracy and
therefore "as if" the power it has and
the power of the community groups were
derived from the individual within the
community.
In the same way, a seminar functions
"as if" its student members have wisdom in the field discussed. If this opportunity for learning is to be maintained, it must be by the combined efforts of the community to teach and
learn the concrete meanings of freedom
and responsibility. This, I feel, is the
spirit of Progressive Education at Bard,
and particularly, the spirit of Convocation.
David Vrooman

What is Convocation? Many new
students have asked me this question
since we arrived at Bard, and so. I think
it is necessary to explain the nature of
Convocation.
Primarily, this is an
article for new students, but old students
may profit by reviewing it.
Convocation is comparable to a town
meeting in !New England. All members of the. Bard ·Community are members of the Convocation, just as the
entire population of a town may participate in its town meeting. A Convocation meeting should be held only
for important matters which affect the
community as a whole. The purpose of
Convocation is the discussion and debate of pertinent matters concerning the
community, or its component parts.
Convocation is-and should be--the
center of Bard Community life. It is
entrusted with the definition and enforcement of the criteria by which the
social life of the Convocation should be
judged and devoloped. The Community
Council serves as the executive committee of the Convocation, meeting regularly to handle the bulky and mote routine
business.
Convocation has failed because of a
definite lack of undertanding and interest. Only· a handful of the members
of the community have been present to
discuss the agenda of the past few meetings. The most startling aspect I have
observed, occurred at the meeting of the
budget. Not a single question was raised. · This was one of the most unprecedented events in the history of the Convocation. Why does . such a situation
exist?
I feel that we, as students, should be
impress'ed by this apparent lack of interest. Convocation is our most democratic institution; there should certainly
be greater interest and enthusiasm in it.
Convocation should be as much a part
of our Bard education as is a seminar.
Attendance at a Convocation meeting
should constitute at least 40 % of the
Community.

WELCOME

HAVE YOU SEEN

Convocation has many potentialities.
The new student, in endeavoring t()
learn about Convocation, should attend
all the meetings. I t is the place to ask
questions and to debate the ideas presented. It is all very well for small·
groups to discuss the questions under
consideration by the Convocation, but
the results are pointless unless the' majority of Conyocation members know the
proceedings and consequences. If you
want specific legislation passed, attend
Convocation and speak; if you are
against a measure, protest loudly and·
intelligently.
New students have a great responsibility in their relation to the Convocation. We are the future "old students"
who must live and abide by the present
decisions of our Convocation.
The
future of Bard rests hea~ily upon our
shoulders. In three and a half short
years we will be seniors, and in all probability we will be directing a great
many community activities.
As one new student, I appeal to all
the rest of us, for the benefit of our collective interests: go to Convocatiori,
listen, debate, and above all, be interested. If you have · no interest in
your community of its government, you
should have no gripe concerning any of
its activities. Remember! Through Convocation you are able to improve the life
of the community.
Emmett O'Brien Jr.

Do You Read The
TIMES?
(see pg. 8)

New and Old Students

•
Walter Terry's review
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Professors and Instructors,
Too
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STARR
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Meet The Killer. meeal Entry; Nov. 27,
28, 29-Tobo Joe: Nov. 30. Dee. I-The
Gal Who Took The West. Abandoned.
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interview with
d~an casady

n. s. a. at bard

The third annual National Students
Association Congress was held on the
The' Bardian, realizing that the
University of Illinois campus during
traditional function of a dean is
September with more than eight hundred
student delegates and alternate deleto implement and interpret th~ edugates in attendance. They discussed the
cational policies of his college, felt
possibilities of bettering the educational
that it would be of interest to the
systeri-t in the United States and of dicommunity to print some of Dean
recting it towards the individual student.
Casady's views on education and
The discussion was centered on the
N .S.A. policy towards discrimination,
related subje(ts.
segregation, academic freedom, internaHave you ever watched a person set' tional affairs and federal aid to educaoff a fire-cracker? If you have, then tion.
With regard to group bias, representaperhaps you'll understand what I mean
tives
realized that "character and acawhen I say that Dean Casady reminds
demic standing are the only two qualime of someone who is waiting for an fications necessary for admission to edu'explos,ion that is not forthcoming. I cational institutions." The convention
'could not discern any particular cause called for legislation against schools re-for it, either in what he said of pis fusing admission because of race, rephilosophy or of his background. He ligion', national origin, or political beliefs.
bad very little to say in regard to the
The delegates were in favor of fed1atter and talked mostly of his ideas eral scholarships and fellowship grants
.conce~ning education and democracy.
but w.ere against any form of governRushville, Indiana claims Dean Cas- ment intervention ~n educational policy.
:ady for a native son-as it does the late Aid should not be discriminatory, they
felt, and "where segregation exists in
-Wendell Wilkie. After high school Mr.
the primary and secondary levels oi eduCasady entered' the University of Ari- cation in a state, scholarships in higher
:zona where he got his B.A. From there education should be divided in proporbe went on to Cornell and while there tion to the racial groups within the
:received a Rhodes Scholarship. At Ox- population. l\1erits and needs, determined by an objective examination,
-fOrd Mr. Casady wrote a dis- should be the criterion-not 'loyalty
sertation on Henry Howard, one time check:s'. "
Earl of Surrey-soldier, poet and courIn the summer of 1950 increased numtier during the reign of Henry the
bers of American students will study,
Eighth.
travel and w.ork: abroad under the sponSpeaking of education as a process
sorship of the N.S.A. In order to
:aiming at the need to increase the poten- facilitate such trips the booklet, Wark,
tialities of the ' individual, Dean Casady Study and Travel A broad will be pubsaid, "education involves the necessity lished by the N.S.A.; it will be re<>f reexamining the generalizations of leased in January, 1950.
-the past and putting them in the light
Preparations are under way for a
.of ,present day experience.
We touring exhibit of works of art recently
-should not discard them but rather created by students in, many American
:reinterpret them, taking from them the colleges and universities. Such a travelgreatest truths relative to our ex- ling exhibit was conducted last year and
-perience.
proved very successful. Each college
-The teacher, Mr. Casady feels, 'must pays for the handling and transportaapproach his students by learning at ' tion of the exhij,it to the next college. .
what point in experience they stand. He
Joining the N.S.A. holds many admust learn just how the student thinks. vantages.for Bard. Through the N .S.A.
-The teacher's next move must be to Bard students will meet great numbers
mak:e the student aware of the basic of students from colleges all over the
premise on which he, the student, has United States. We have always been
based his thinking. Thirdly, he must greatly respected at N.S.A. meetings for,
'get the student to reexamine his pre- in theory, Bard has many of the princimises so that he may understand the con- ples for which the N .S.A. is striving.
sequences to which they will lead.
One of the main problems facing Bard
We all mak:e errors which are the re- today is that of publicity. Membership
sults of trial attempts at new methods. in the N .S.A. gives us, as students, an
These errors must be met realistically opporttylity for constructive w?r.k and
and appreciated as constructive rather a channel for much needed publiCIty.
,than destructive elements in' man's deSheldon Cohen
velopment. Regarding this Mr. Casady
said, "the individual's potentialities for
development are in direct ratio to the
liabilities he must assume for making
trials which will prove to be errors."
Speaking of democracy. and society
l\1r. Casady holds that the basic concepts of science and democracy are the
-essential forces behind Western civilization.
Differentiating between scien'tist and technician, Dean Casady
said that the technician is one who works
UPPER RED HOOK, N. Y.
more or less by the rule of thumb. The
scientist, on the other hand, is one who
understands that he is working with
assumptions based on relative truths.
'The measure of democracy according ' to
COCKTAILS
STEAKS
'Dean Casady is, "How many people
<::ooperate with each otner how much of
the time for their mutual benefit?" The
-potentialities of a culture can be greatly
determined by the answer to this question.
Turning to the individual, whom Mr.
Casady considers to be the only creative
unit, he said, "the basic problem in any
society is how can I, as an individual, so
Groceries
act as to control what happens to me as
an individual." For instance, when a
Fruits
person's right to life is actually threatened, by war or by lynching, ~here is
Vegetables
usually nothing he can do to save himself when the situation arises. Rather
Meats
-he must attempt to pr~vent any such
situation from arising in the first place.
In conclusion Dean Casady said, "No
DELIVERY SERVICE
society or social growth can work unless
Red Hook, 'N. Y.
'its members can create and maintain
-some degree of mutually justified conR. S. S.
'fidence in each other."
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.85
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BATTENFELD'S
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sealtest products
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complete choice of sandwi~hes

LUNCH

The College Dairy
TRY OUR HAMBURGERs
Open All Night

BAR '
beer.
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.
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REGIS

-

Cocktail Lounge
•
prompt serVIce
,and
reasonable prices

THE
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DINER

Rooms for Your .. Family
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Diner in the State
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Gifts for All Occasions

BEEF • VEAL • I,AMB

EXPERT WATCH REPAIRING

PORK • POULTRY

k~p

Tel.8 .
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A'BRIAL
Liquor Store
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BARD COLLEGE
TAXI

Y.

473475 Main St.

POUGHKEEPSIE, N. Y.

PHONE 59

WALTER A. BEAN, Pharmacist
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